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A respected lawyer and devout family man who led a double life as a two-timing swindler yesterday 

admitted cheating his clients out of more than $1 million as he got ready for a long stretch in jail. 

Mitchell Rothken, 44, pleaded guilty to criminal possession of stolen property in connection to charges 

that he embezzled escrow money from his clients to woo and support his former stripper girlfriend, 

Kymberly Barbieri. 

“He exercised a substantial lapse of judgment because of his lust for somebody who used him for 

everything she could get,” Rothken’s lawyer, Joseph Tacopina, said after the admission before 

Manhattan state Supreme Court Justice Herbert Altman. 

Before his “lapse,” Rothken, an Orthodox Jew, was a married father of three enjoying a successful real-

estate law practice. 

But after he got involved with Barbieri, a former dancer at the strip clubs Scores and VIP, he went to 

extraordinary lengths to keep her, because, a source said, “he was big fan of her artwork.” 

Barbieri has denied being anything other than “best friends” with Rothken, but the lawyer started using 

money he was supposed to be holding onto for clients’ real-estate deals for Barbieri’s $400,000 White 

Plains home and a $5,000-a-month “love nest” that they shared in Greenwich Village. 

He also set her up as his partner in a high-end bar on St. Marks Place called Sirens, named after the 

singing beauties who would lure sailors to their demise in Homer’s “The Odyssey.” 

His plan fell apart when his clients discovered their money was missing, and now Rothken has lost 

everything. 

Sirens went bankrupt and is now shuttered. 

His wife, Shoshanna, filed for divorce, and sources said he granted her a “get” – a Jewish divorce – while 

he was locked up in jail. He parted ways with Barbieri, and is now suing her to try and get some of his 

money back. 

“She’s living high on the hog,” Tacopina complained. 

Rothken has also surrendered his law license. 

In return for the guilty plea, prosecutors promised a 3-to-9-year prison term when he’s sentenced Feb. 

28. He could’ve faced up to 25 years if he was convicted at trial. 

Tacopina said his client is trying to pay restitution to his victims, and is “hoping to move on” with his life. 


